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Carter may choose big city chief

Mayors eye Cabinet jobs
WASHINGTON (AP>-The names
of several big city mayors are being
tossed around the Jimmy Carter
camp, prompting speculation that for
the first time in 14 years one of them
maybenamed to a Cabinet post.
Mayors Moon Landrieu of New
Orleans and Kenneth Gibson of
Newark are among those most often
mentioned
Henry Maier of
Milwaukee is another name in the
hat. Oie of them could be picked for
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development ; Health, Education
and Welfare; Transportation, or
perhaps a Cabinet-level job at the
White House.
Others named, but thought to have

lesser prospects, include Detroit's
Coleman Young, Atlanta's Maynard
Jackson, Los Angeles' Tom Bradley
and Louisville's Harvey Sloane.
THE MAYORS as a group are
actively seeking Carter's attention,
as evidenced by their emergency
meeting of the US. Conference of
Mayors in Chicago this week. But
individually, that would be bad form
and might well eliminate one from
consideration.
Maier, a regular at mayors'
conferences and the group's chief
strategist on matters of urban policy,
was absent There was speculation
in Chicago that Maier had stayed

New locker rooms seen
Women atheletes will finally be
able to take long, hot showers in their
own Doyt L. Perry Stadium locker
rooms if the Board of Trustees
releases funds to build the new
facilities.
Women now must either use
facilities at the opposite side of
campus or use showers and rooms
designed for men.
"We need the locker rooms," Carol
Huston, associate athletic director
said, "there's no doubt about that."
HUSTON explained that several
women's sports have been moved to
the stadium because they were
overcrowded in the women's
building. This spring women's cross
country, track and field, field hockey
and lacrosse teams will have practices and meets near the stadium.
She said no locker rooms for women
are in or near the stadium.
Not only is the Jocker room needed,
Huston said, but Title DC, the federal
"women's sports law," requires the
University to build the facilities.

Under Title IX, no discrimination in
funding or facilities should exist in an
education program or activity
receiving federal aid.
Susan A. Hagar, former director of
women's competitive sports, pressed
University officials last year for the
locker room construction.
Robert J. McGeein, coordinator of
space resources said architect's
plans for the locker rooms have been
drawn up. He added that prior to
Hagar's request for the locker
rooms, the office of resource planning determined that additional
women's facilities were needed.
McGeein said the locker room's
location on the western side of the
stadium will serve the needs of
women's athletes adequately.
Costs for the construction will total
$10,000 and McGeein said the money
must come from the University. He
said if the Board of Trustees approves the locker room project at
next month's meeting, the locker
rooms could be available for
women's spring sports.

away because he hoped for a Cabinet
job and didn't want to appear to be
pressuring Carter on policy questions
in this critical period. The mayor
officially was on vacation. Meamtime, city council members are
already discussing succession.
Landrieu flew to Washington from
the meeting. It was not to talk with
Carter's transition people, however,
an aide said. He attended a symposium and had no plans tc visit the
Carter office. He had not been
contacted, the aide said.
MAYOR Neil GoHschnudt of
Portland, Ore., was reported by a
newspaper as high on Carter's roster
of prospects. He reacted as if he had
been named to the FBI's mostwanted list.
"I don't know a thing about it,"
Goldschmidt said. "I've had no
contact with anyone on Carter's
staff. I've never met any of the
people who are on his staff. Asfaras
I know, they have no idea who I am."
Carter has often spoken of bringing
new talent into the federal government, and observers suggest
Goldschmidt would fit that category.
It is unclear whether the Presidentelect has been given any mayors'
names to consider or whether they
are simply being floated by supporters inside the Carter camp.
One source, describing himself as
"fairly far down" the totem pole of
transition people, described the
scene as "everybody trying to get
his favorite names on the list going to
Carter." Once assured the names
would be considered, the aide said,
supporters then mount a subtle
campaign to boost their candidate's
chances.
One reason for the excitement
among urban specialists is that the
mavors have not been in such a
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Ellen Fletcher, graduate student, grimaces as a doctor gives her a swine flu
snot. Inoculated students, many of whom claimed the shots were painless, appeared to come In spurts during yesterday's Inoculations. The swine flu
inoculations will be administered from 9 a.m.-8 pm. through today in Northeast
Commons.

Winter to set gas supply
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Federal
Energy Administration (FEA1
reported yesterday that the nation in
general should have enough fuel to
make up for expected natural gas
shortages this winter, provided the
weather and the economy are normal.

Georgia, Maryland, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Virginia, Kentucky, West
Virginia and Arizona.
In scattered local areas, said an
FEA report, there could be shortages
that might force temporary job
layoffs if alternate fuels are
unavailable or cannot be used.

But the agency said North Carolina
may run into fuel shortages even in a
normal winter, and unusually cold
weather could result in shortages of
energy in that state and eight others:

"In North Carolina and Iowa," the
report said, "some brickyards indicate that unavailability of gaseous
fuel supplies, or the higher price of
propane or emergency gas, could
cause them to lay off some employes."

County pay raise controversy continues
COLUMBUS (AP)-A bill giving pay raises to county officials throughout
the state headed into a second conference committee late yesterday after an
initial Senate-House panel quit in hopeless disagreement.
The big hangup, as lawmakers sought to end a one-day working session,
involved House insistence on a provision that would give the same officials
annual increments to keep them up to date with inflated living costs.
Senators wanted only the immediate increases which average 30 per cent
and more for commissioners, sheriffs, prosecutors, recorders, and other
elected officials, most of whom haven't had a raise for eight years.
Rep. Frederick H. Deering (D-Monroeville) and other sponsors urged
approval of the hike with an immediately effective emergency clause. The
involved officials cannot be given a raise, under state law, after their terms
begin in January. Non-emergency bills do not take effect for 90 days.
EARLIER, the House rushed to the .Senate 74-18 for expected approval
there later yesterday an emergency bill to help financially strapped school
districts which lost tax levies in the Nov. 2 election. Senators quickly added
their approval 28-1, sending it to the governor.
That measure eases borrowing restrictions so districts could open schools
immediately once voters gave their approval at a new election. One such

district, Groveport Madison in Franklin County, which shut down schools
after a levy was defeated Nov. 2, plans to resubmit it at another election Dec.
7. Other districts might also want to use the authority extended by the bill,
sponsors said.
THE HOUSE also went along 79-15 with an emergency bill that expands
Ohio's charity bingo law to let senior citizens and certain other organizations
obtain licenses to run games. That measure, approved by the Senate last
September, went toGov. James A. Rhodes for his consideration.
Across the Statehouse, senators went along with the last two governor's
cabinet appointments to come before them confirming Robert W. Teater as
natural resources chief and Kewgyir Aggrey as head of the welfare department.
Teater, who has had several run-ins with the legislature on fiscal and layoff
policies, stirred some controversy but wound up with 22-10 Senate approval.
Aggrev was okayed without dissent.
Although leaders said earlier that yesterday's session might be the last for
the 111th lame duck legislature, Rhodes submitted a list of more than 60 appointees for Senate consideration.

No other specific layoff situations
were forecast in the report
THE BIGGEST economic impact
of natural gas shortages this winter,
the report said, would see the cost of
alternate fuels rise over that of
natural gas.
It said this might add some $550
million to $660 million to the nation's
winter fuel bill.
Christie did not make the report
available to news media, but a copy
was obtained bvthe Associated
Press.
John D. Christie, FEA assistant
administrator for energy information and analysis, outlined
highlights of the report at a hearing
by a House subcommittee on energy

and power yesterday.

It forecast a nationwide natural
gas shortage of some 1.84 trillion
cubic feet, or about 18 per cent of
user requirements.
The report said residential
customers will not find their gas
service cut back, but commercial
customers, who were short of about 4
per cent of their gas requirements
last year, can expect a 6 per cent
cutback this winter.
INDUSTRIES, short 19 per cent
last winter, will be missing some 25
per cent of their gas requirements
this year, while electric utilities will
see their shortage increase from 45
per cent to 51 per cent, the report
said.
The FEA survey concluded that in
general there would be enough of the
heavy fuel oil used as an alternate
fuel by electric utilities and some
industries to close the natural gas
gapBut it said there could be problems
obtaining or delivering enough of the
lighter "middle distillate oil" needed
in Arizona, Kentucky, Tennessee and
West Virginia if severe, prolonged
could weather increases the fuel
demand.
And it said severe weather could
create shortages of propane, another
alternate fuel, in Georgia, Maryland,
Tennessee, Virginia, South Carolina
and North Carolina.

Faculty displays apathy at Senate meeting
ByDebGebolys
Staff Reporter
Apathy. It is the impression of
many that the students of today
suffer from this six-letter insult.
But this writer's impression is that
the University faculty suffers the
same symptoms but to a much more
grevious extent. After viewing the
fiasco yesterday that some called the
Faculty Senate meeting, to which the
entire faculty of 750 was invited, a
whopping 138 showed up.

Dr. Stuart Givens speaks to an apparently drowsy
congregation of faculty at the sparsely attended Faculty Senate
meeting yesterday. The proposals before the senate drew very
little respoMe from the generally apathetic crowd.

A FEW struggled to show some
enthusiasm for the topic, the first
new academic charter since the
"faculty charter" (old name) drawn
up in 1964.
It all dates back a while. Under a
special committee of the Faculty
Senate including Stuart Givens,
professor of history, Peter A.
Facione, chairman of philosophy
department, and Ramona T. Cormier, professor of philosophy,
resolutions had been drawn up last
spring to update the charter and
make changes, some 100 in all, in the
charter.
Once voted on and approved by the
Faculty Senate, the proposals came

before the University Board ot
Trustees.
When the new academic charter
was returned to the Faculty Senate
many of the provisions which the
committee had recommended had
either been amended or deleted.

News analysis
At the Faculty Senate meeting in
October, it was voted that the matter
of differing views on the charter be
brought before the entire University
faculty to find out their opinions on
the changes made by the trustees.
That was what yesterday's
meeting was supposed to accomplish. Exactly what it did accomplish is not clear.
MATTERS SUCH as the tenuring
of faculty members, selection of
chairs (new charter terminology for
chairman) of departments and the
overall strength of the Facultv
Senate as a governing body on this
campus were topics that screamed
for attention, but the lackluster
crowd had a difficult time sustaining

enough momentum to get any one
issue solved.
At one point a psychology
professor, only identified as Bob
(was the parliamentarian sleeping or
don't we need to know his name?),
brought up discussion about the
naming of chairs and requested that
someone else in the crowd word a
proposal.
No one chose to do so. Later, when
the topic resurfaced (brought by
another unidentified faculty member), Professor Bob and Mr. X expressed dismay over the fact that no
one would word the motion and it was
therefore left off the books and was
not voted upon.
Bob said he didn't want to get into
any legal hassles over incorrect or
vague wording of the proposal. No
one else obliged The issue fell silent,
as seemed all the others, while a
steady flow of weary faculty
members PYHS for the exits during
the List 45 minutes of the meeting.
During the steady downhill plunge
of proceedings. Faculty Senate
members tried, mostly in vain, to
interest the gathering in the

proceedings, almost pleading for
responses.
When Cormier said the power of
the senate was "primarily persuasive" and she was trying to fight
the "weakening of (Faculty Senate)
influence in the tenure process", the
crowd managed to muster mute
applause, but again, it was followed
by no concrete arguments or
suggestions from the floor.
WHEN BOB SAID "it is implied in
this document that faculty members
are the hired hands at this University," people managed to sift in their
seats, but still no real response.
And after an exceptional lull in
proceedings, and the audience began
gathering their belongings, readying
for departure, Philip F. O'Connor,
professor of English, arose to say
that he thought it was too bad that
with such important matters before
the group no one seemed terribly
interested in initiating discussion, or
for that matter, even asking
questions about the material already
presented
These remarks met with some
pained looks from a crowd which was
obviously ready for home much
earlier than the senate members.

opinion
levy losses mean
education crisis
In Toledo, a levy which would have balled that city's schools out of
a projected $3.5 million debt falls handily. School bells are expected
to stop ringing on Dec. 3 because of it.
In Detroit, a request for a five-year, five-mill property tax increase Is
voted down. Consequently, officials predict this will be the last year
for high school football and other programs in the Motor City.
In the nearby Eastwood Local School District, a 6.5 mill school levy
failed again this fall. Schools in that district will almost certainly be
closing soon.
These are only a few examples of the thousands of school issues
which saw defeat last Tuesday and they. In themselves, point out that
Americans are fed up with paying more and higher taxes.
And in nearly all cases, as is usually the trend, the ultimate losers
are children of all ages who are being stripped of their guarantee of
public education. Inflation causes schools to run short on money,
schools to go broke, voters deny them additional funds, schools
close. It is a vicious system.
Voters, alone, though, can hardly be blamed for this problem.
For families with already too many mouths to feed or those on fixed
incomes, additional millage is hard to swallow and taxes already
almost too much to continue paying.
Thus, the fact remains that relief for schools and unthreatened
education for the future rests on increased government funds and
better judgment on the part of local city and school officials.
Too often, bond Issues and levies have been put before the voters In
hopes of hitting the jackpot when more money really wasn't needed to
keep the school open. Essential school issues have gotten lost In
superfluous bids for more tennis courts, swimming pools, new
buildings and additions.
There are also those school districts who threaten school closing
and other sanctions if a levy Is defeated, only to mysteriously find
sufficient funds, to keep the schools going until the next election,
when they again say schools are on the verge of closing.
These barrages of requests for more money are causing voters to
cast blanket negative votes on all Issues, hindering educational
development and the very survival of schools.
Government, especially on the state level, has to conserve and
streamline its operation to help channel increased and more diverse
funds to schools without penalizing citizens with higher taxes.
Society can never be expected to advance without money to have its
citizens educated, and educated properly. Educational funding, which
should unquestionably be on the top of the funding priority list, has
been stalled in lieu of wasteful and unneeded expenditures.
That has to be changed-ask the children of Toledo. Detroit and
Eastwood.

'judgment is founded on truth...'

the red badge of courage
WASHINGTON- I had a very
tough time on Election Day. The
doorbell rang at seven o'clock in the
morning and my neighbor Legendman was at the door.
"I have to vote today," he said,
"and I'm scared."
"Everyone is frightened on
Election Day," I assured him. "But I
wouldn't worry about it"
"I CANT pull the lever for either
guy," he said. "I just can't."
"Sure you can," I said soothingly.
"I know it sounds impossible, but
when you get inside the voting booth
I'm certain you'll find the strength to
doit."
"Would you go with me?" he
begged
"Well, I hadn't planned to vote
until later in the day. But if it means
that much to you I will."

go, I^gendman," I said, grabbing his
arm.
I bundled him into the ear.
He was still distraught. "I can't
pull the lever. I know I'll freeze. The
TV commentators say every vote
counts. I don't want my vote to
count."
"THIS IS like war, I^gendman," I
told him. "You think you can't pull

the lever. But when it boils right
down to it it's either you or them.
Think of John Wayne. He would go
right into that voting booth and pull
the lever without thinking twice.''
"I'm not John Wayne. I'm just a
frightened American voter who
never thought he'd have to make a
choice between Jerry Ford and
Jimmy Carter."
We arrived at the public school and
I noticed several drivers pulling
people out of their cars. They were
all screaming "I can't do it! I can't
doit!
I helped I«gendman out. He was
shaking and perspiring. "Look, I'll
come back later," he said.
"YOU'LL HAVE to do it now," I
said firmly. 'The sooner you get it

over with the less agony will be involved."
We showed our registration cards
to the lady at the table. "Booth
three," she said to Legendmaa
"Inside," I ordered, "and pull the
curtain."
I watched his feet under the curtain. He kept turning around.
Finally, I heard a cry like a wounded
animal and a click, and Legendman
dashed out of the booth.
"I did it," he said "I pulled the
lever for the candidate of my
choice."
"Good man" I said, pounding him
on the back. "It wasn't so bad. was
it?
He looked at me with tears in his
eyes. "I only hope God will forgive
me."
■ "Tit ME a»*.

MY WIFE gave I^gendman a cup
of coffee while I got dressed.
I found him sitting in the kitchen
holding his head in his hands. "I
never felt this way before," he
confessed. "I used to look forward to
Election Day. I had no trouble voting
in past ones. Why do I have this
terrible feeling in my stomach?"
"It happens to all of us sooner or
later." I tbid him. "I'm sure all over
the country people feel the way you
do. But Americans have to vote.' •
"But if I pull the lever lor Ford
we'll have four more years of the
same thing. If I pull the lever for
Carter nobody knows what we'll
get."
"VOTE YOUR

I'DUkETD
SAL,
(WHINE....
/

conscience," I told

him.
"If I voted my conscience," he
said, "I wouldn't vote. I think I'll go
get a swine flu shot instead.''
I stopped him at the door. I el's

Letters
losers again
As a football fan I feel a reevaluation of the football program at
Bowling Green is in order. The
University is pouring a great deal of
money into the grid program but the
results are disappointing to say the
least. This season is particular
surely must be a losing one financially. I have attended Falcon
football games since the new stadium
was built and thus season's attendanrc has been one of the poorest.
The reason is painfully evident; the
BG fans are more knowledgeable
than the staffs in charge think. A BG
fan knows mediocrity when he (she)
sees it. But what does Don Nehlcn
think of the average Falcon fan? He
states that we never did support the
team I can personally remember
record setting attendances in past
years. Nr. Nehlen even feeds us the
weekly tripe that "thus week's opponent is always the toughest" of the
year, season-to-date, or whatever.
(Just check the Daily SentinelTribune or Toledo Blade news clippings before the Syracuse, San Diego
State, Miami, and Central Michigan
games this year.
Perhaps it is not my place to
second-guess the coach and his
coaching decisions, but 1 see the
results, 1 have seen extremely
talented teams i remember the Paul
Miles-.Iohn Villapiano team, and this
year's team as well) collapse annually. Before these excellent teams
started tlieir seasons, they were
highly touted by the press corps and
Mr. Nehlen himself After the
inevitable losses coach Nehlen stated
in tlie press that maybe these teams
really weren't that good anyway. > 1
seem to recall a recent basketball
coach acting similarly). Frankly, I
feel that Don Nehlen's teams are
beaten before they start. Confidence
is an important facet of the game and
the Falcon leadership just does not
seem to provide it.
And let's now look at the ineptness
of the play selection. Even Mike
Hatgas (linebacker for Miami
Redskins, senior) who has never
been defeated by a Falcon Football
team, says Don Nehlen isn't one of
the smartest play selectors in the
game. And Mike only sees the
Faclons once a year, not five or six
times.
I don't mind losing when the better
team wins, however, Bowling Green
Falcon fans i myself included) do not
like to see games handed to the opposition on the proverbial silver
platter. I personally would not wish
to play for a team in which ineptness

pervades and then beats itself one
way or the other before, or during the
game. It is for this reason that myself
and others cannot "enjoy ourselves
and cheer on the team." Contrary to
some viewpoints. I do not let one
defeat destroy a season, but I have
seen many seasons "destroyed" by
many defeats. We at Bowling Green
do not tolerate it and will not support
it The proof is in the attendance.
Randy J.Balogh
815KighthStreetApt.6

too much
1 am writing concerning
the
opinions expressed to The BG News.
The column is a vehicle through
which people can express their
views. It is not intended to be filled
with name-calling, racist remarks or
unintelligent comments that show no
pre-thought. From letters submitted
in the past, it is evident that few
people understand this concept. Most
of the letters concerning tlie Paul X
Moody trial, for example, contained
little significant meaning. Slander
and trivial remarks tend to override
the opinions expressed. These
remarks, though intended to
strengthen the message, in reality
repress the meaning.
tatters submitted should be reread and clarified before they reach
tlie mail-box or editor's desk. If
contributors would simply think
things through before beginning to
write, it would be a step in the right
direction. The views expressed
should be concise and to the point.
John Stewart
211 Rodgers Quad.

ditto
It dismays me to see the way that
the "Letters to the Editor" column
has become a continual flow of letters that throw charges and countercharges, insinuations of stupidity and
racial predjudice and dwell on old
issues. It seems that we have heard
all the arguments possible concerning whether or not one can or
cannot be found guilty simply due to
his-her race, and the supposed
"innocence and righteousness" of
both sides.
Even though everyone has the
right to have his-her opinion heard,
further letters on the subject will
clearly serve no worthwhile purpose.
It has even gotten to the point that
mere descriptive phrases such as
"Chinese firedrill" arc being taken

as racial insults-which I am sure
was not the intention of the writer.
The "letters to the Editor" column
is a place for constructive comments
and opinions, not a soapbox for
launching personal vendettas and
slanderous attacks against individuals or various interest groups
on campus.
I would certainly hope that the
student body would snap out of the
past soon and become concerned
with or aware of some of the more
pressing current issues on campus.
Douglas H. Marshall
809 Off enhauer West
Editor's Note: The News agrees that
many topics of letters to the editor
have been grossly overused. We do
realize the importance of the Moody
trial and alleged Injustices
surrounding it. but most all letters
and columns concerning this matter
points to the same evidence and
makes the same points. In the future,
we will continue to exercise editorial
judgment on Incoming letters in
accordance with established policy.

degrees
In response to last Thursday's
article about the tightening of degree
standards. I agree with Dr. Stuart
c i vens in that if a student can do the
required work, he deserves the dual
degree.
Students attempting to obtain a
dual degree do more work in the
process and end up with a broader
education than a student in either of
the two separate degrees would.
Many times this can be accomplished
in the normal four years time or by
going an extra summer quarter. By
adding 30 additional hours of work
many students will be discouraged
from attempting the dual degree
because two extra quarters will be
needed.
I hope that Academic Council will
reconsider the proposal because if
students are willing to do extra work
to obtain a broader education with a
dual degree, they should not be
discouraged by the addition for 30
more hours.
Cindy Hicks
354 McDonald East

library hours
Ever since the beginning of fall
quarter the University Library has
been faced with a dilemma-how do
you give the same good service with

less staff Within the last year the
per hour minimum wage has gone up
from $1.60 to $2.20 but the funds made
available to run the library have
remained the same So what do you
do?
Do you give the best service that
you can and cut back a few hours
during the week? Or, do you (the
Administration) give in to a verbal
few (very few), extend the hours and
let the services go to pot? We, ourselves, would do our best to plan our
schedules around the hours the
building Ls opened and receive the
better service. Yet, the service is not
the only thing that has suffered. For
one thing the condition of the stacks
are atrocious. Why? Not because the
staff doesn't do anything. Rather, it
Ls because there is not enough money
to acquire the stiff that is needed to
get the work done. So who does
everyone blame? Answer: The
library.
All we can say is wake-up
everyone. The library does not make
or print its own money. It runs solely
on the monies allocated to it by the
myopic administration. If you have
got to complain (and for Heaven's
sake do) complai n to the people in the
power tower about the insufficient
funds the library now receives.
With adequate funds the library
will be able to be open later hours,
will be able to better maintain its
stacks, and. most importantly, will
be able to give better service.
The library is to this University as
it is to all universities-the center of
knowledge. Without its library a
university would grind to a halt.
Support your university-support
your library.
John H.King
Nancy Stein
Margie Barnes
Wilma Shinew
Sherry Gray
Nancy Sawyer
Faye L
Coleen Partner
Kathy Tomajko
Peggy Treece
Winona Fortney

Matthew W. Hungling
Librarv St-.Sers

rah.rah
First of all, your articles or, should
I say, your reporters are, to put It
nicely, two-faced When BG's football team was winning even with a
loss to San Diego State, the News still
gave BG credit of being a good
football team with a good chance of
winning the MAC.

But, good ole Dick Rees still kept
his stereotypic views of the team
with the article concerning BG being
in second place again. Your articles
always nit-pick the football team
causing more student apathy
towards sports or more precisely
toward any team that may lose a
game or two is already at an increasingly high level.
Your paper and the apathetic
students thrive on being radical and
overly critical, rather than supporting the teams, as true and loyal
fans do, no matter whet type of
record they have.
I've never heard of any other
campus or any other aspect of sports
where the students or fans turn off a
team as badly as this campus does.
The students on this campus claim
that student athletes get everything
they wart, which not only includes
good food, but also grades.
The professors at this school are
probably harder on athletes than
regular students, but will help the
athlete when he shows interest and
tries. The food these athletes receive
is the same as what the regular
students get, which isn't the best.
What this article is trying to get
across to its BG News and to the

students of this campus is: Give all
the teams, no matter what tlieir
record, or the way their coaches call
the plays, all the support you possibly
can and instead of 8,000 showing up at
a football game, have a full house of
24.000.
This could be done even though this
school is a suitcase school where
every weekend everybody packs up
and goes home to see their Mommy
and Daddy and-or to go see girl
friends or boy friends at home.
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11, losses-the
students of this campus should
support their teams as if they were
undefeated
The members on these teams have
to work all year to get in shape and
stay in shape, so they can represent
this school in intercollegiate
athletics. The only thing they
represent is 16,000 apathetic
students, who only are proud of their
teams if they are undefeated. I agree
that in football it is heartbreaking to
see some of their mistakes, "but
that's life." I'll dose now by saying,
"Come on BG students, support our
teams!
Randy Richardson
721 High St.
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Dag in Review
From Associated Press Reports
Soviets eavesdrop
The Soviet Union is continuing its
microwave bombardment of the
American Embassy in Moscow and "we
would like to see it stopped," says the
former U.S. ambassador there.
Walter J. Stoessel Jr., now ambassador to West Germany, emphasized, however, that the present
level of microwave exposure does not
constitute a health hazard. He also said
a screen put in use at the Moscow
legation helps cut down the microwave
inflow, which was first reported last
winter.
"We certainly have a microwave
problem," Stoessel said. "Its still
going on. The level is lower. I do not not
think there is any danger to health."
He added that the Russians have not
admitted that they engage in the
microwave eavesdropping.

Drug ban pushed
Five physicians recommended
yesterday that the government ban the
use of amphetamines and similar drugs
as weight-loss aids on grounds that they
are unsafe and ineffective.
Three of the five told a Senate panel
that abuse of amphetamines-generally
known as uppers or pep pills-is so
widespread that the drug should be
prohibited altogether, even though they
are used to treat overactive children
and narcolepsy.
The doctors cited research indicating
amphetamines also may be responsible
for birth defects.
Dr. James J. Nora, professor of
pediatrics at the University of Colorado
Medical Center, compared questions
about amphetamines with those raised
about birth control pills.
The point is," he said, "the world
needs "the pill' or some agent that can
perform its function equally well. I am
unable to identify a similar need for
amphetamines and related drugs."

Pay raise possible
Members of Congress, federal judges
and Cabinet officials are among the
2.400 government employes who may
get pay raises if President Ford
recommends higher salaries before he
leaves office.
To help Ford make that decision, the
Commission on Executive, Legislative,
and Judicial Salaries yesterday began
Iwo days of hearings on what pay scales
to recommend to the President.
Ford will put the day rates he thinks
advisable into the budget he will submit
to the new Congress in January. Ford's
decision on salaries would go into effect
automatically unless vetoed within 30
days by either the Senate or House.
Ford's decision will affect the salaries
of President-elect Jimmy Carter's
entire Cabinet and other top political
appointees, as well as the federal
judiciary and Congress itself. It will
determine whether the pay for their
jobs, already at a minimum of $37,800-ayear, will be going up.

Smokey dies
The original Smokey Bear, a symbol
of forest fire prevention for 25 years,
died at the National Zoo.
His age was the equivalent of more
than 70 years in human terms.
As provided by Congress, Smokey's
remains were shipped yesterday to his
original forest home in New Mexico. He
will be buried at Smokey Bear
Historical State Park near Capitan,
N.M., within sight of Capitan Mountain
where he was found in 1950.
Officials said a short burial ceremony
is being planned by the New Mexico
State Park Commission.
In 1974, when the bear was suffering
from arthritis and other ailments.
Congress approved a resolution
authorizing Smokey, upon death, to be
returned to New Mexico "for proper
disposition and a permanent memorial.
One version of the resolution, as it was
considered in the House, referred to
Smokey one day passing on to a "great
honey tree in the sky." But this was
considered a bit irreverent for such a
noble creature and the honey tree line
was omitted in the final version.

Cooler summers coming
Summer vacationers on the southern
Great Lakes can expect cooler,

cloudier, wetter weather, says a
geography professor.
Val Eichenlaub of Western Michigan
University says his research indicates
the area was abnormally warm during
the years from 1930 to 1980 but now is
returning to "a more •normal,' cooler,
wetter and cloudier summer pattern."
In an article published by the East
Lakes Geographer. Eichenlaub said
average summer temperatures are
dropping already.
The trend since 1930 is especially
noticeable in July, the professor said
Mean monthly temperatures for July
have dipped from 77 degrees to about 73
degrees while the month's average
rainfall has risen from three inches to
more than four inches.

Murderer pleads guilty
A sobbing Neal Bradley Long
yesterday told a federal court in Dayton
how, upset over school busing, he
tracked down and shot a professor
planning
Dayton's
school
desegregation.
Long pleaded guilty to murder of a
federal official in the shooting death of
Dr. Charles Glatt. He faces a possible
life sentence.
"I believe I am guilty, and I plead
guilty," Long told US. District Court
Judge Robert DiMascio shortly before
his trial was to begin on the charge.
DiMascio questioned Long for an hour
before deciding to accept the plea. Long
broke into tears twice during the
questioning.
Glatt. an Ohio State University
professor assigned by the federal court
to draw up Dayton's desegregation plan,
was shot in his Dayton office in September 1975. long was arrested in the
hallway outside Glatt's office.
The plea yesterday came as a surprise. Long's attorneys had said he
would plead innocent by reason of insanity.

Siudent-run food co-op begins

Greeks eat from same bowl
By Debts to vail

op to combat rising food
prices.

The first cooperative
food purchasing program
for campus fraternities
and scrorities began
operating this quarter
through the efforts of two
University seniors.
George T. Dunlap,
purchasing major and
Rick M Knowles, public
relations major, said they
investigated
the
possibilities of a food coop
last January so greek
houses could buy food at a
bulk rate and save money.
The Interfraternity
Council 1IFC1 had appointed Knowles last year
to
investigate
the
possibilities of the food co-

AT THE same time,
Dunlap was researching
the idea for a Student
Consumer Union project.
"I wanted to see how the
program worked on other
Ohio campuses and see if it
could be done here," he
said.
As a team, they investigated its possibilities.
After months of research
and weekly meetings with
the houses, they began the
program this fall. Acting
as purchasing agents, they
began ordering food for 12
houses each week from
selected buyers at bulk
rate.

According to Dunlap, the
houses save eight to 10 per
cent in food costs quarterly
by purchasing at a bulk
rate. "No other houses get
better prices by buying on
an individual basis," he
said.

DUNLAP said the food coop is also a more efficient
way of purchasing food.
He and Knowles take care
of the paper work, manage
the program, make sure
the orders are filled, and
see that the bills are paid.
The Food Board, which
consists of the cook,
steward and a representative from each house
determines policy and
which distributors to

Shotzel fires probed
The Ethnic Studies
program moved back to
their offices in Shatzel Hall
and resumed normal
operations last Friday, 16
days after two separate
fires caused about $7,500
damage to the offices.
The investigation of the
fires by State Fire Marshall Robert G. Cryer still
is continuing, according to
Elmer W. Gonyer, city fire
division
arson
investigator.

ABORTION
$125.00
TOIL FREE 9 o.m.-IO p.m.

1-800-438-5534

"Hopefully, we'll be
finished (questioning! in
two weeks," he said.
Cryer is expected to
return to Bowling Green
this week to question
persons whose offices are
in the building, Gonyer
added.
The total cost of repairs
will not be known for about
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a month, when all the bills
repairs were purchased.
Jeff Dumo Baqwa, a
representative of the South
African People's Assn.,
will speak at the Black
Student Union meeting at 8
tonight in the Amani,
Commons.

sure they are getting the
best price and food quality
from distributors," he
said.
"If the Food Board
wants
to
change
distributors, it must be a
mutual agreement,"
Knowles
said.
"Everything we do and the
Food Board does must be
voted on first," he added.
"We are getting 100 per
cent cooperation from the
houses," Knowles said.

Decision stalled
on Moody trial
Judge Gale Williamson has not made a decision concerning the motion for a new trial for Paul X Moody
which was filed on Oct. 13 in Wood County Common Pleas
Court by Moody's attorney, Sheldon S. Wittenberg.
Moody was found guilty Oct. 1 of the attempted rape of
a former University woman on the University Golf
Course last spring.
"I am awaiting the Court Diagnostic Center Report
before making a final decision about a new trial,"
Williamson said. The report, issued whenever a "Crime
of violent or sexual nature is committed,'' is a psychiatric
and psychological study of the defendent.

RESEARCH
RAPERS

College of Musical Art
Bowling Green State University
cordially invites you
to it's Chamber Music Showcase
Recital Hall, College of Musical Arts
Sunday Nov. 14th
$1.00 adults
8 p.m.
.50 students & children

Our 197 7 mail order re
searrrt [>appr catalog *>" lie
to v°i* hands "i 4 <"~'» iLiy.
if von send $1 today to
PACIFIC PiiiARCH
P O But bi " A
Seattle WA 9HUK-

19061 SM POOO
i'w i—O NMUN • <w»i

Reactor tour denied
U.S. Sen. John Glenn (D-Ohio) said
yesterday he and 12 other senators were
disappointed but not insulted by Israel's
refusal to allow them to visit its secret
nuclear installation at Dimona.
Israeli sources also played down the
refusal, saying the senators' request to
see the Dimona reactor came as an
afterthought, "and they did not insist
when we said no."
The senators are in Israel to study a
request that the United States supply a
900-megawatt nuclear power station and
to determine an American nuclear
energy policy for the Middle East. They
will also visit Egypt and Iran.
Former President Richard M. Nixon
promised the three countries reactors
three years ago, but the Senate must
approve safeguards guaranteeing the
material from those reactors won't be
used for nuclear weapons.
Foreign reports say Israel has
manufactured atomic weapons with the
materials produced at Dimona. The
government insists Israel "is not a
nuclear power," although President
Ephraim Katzir once admitted that
Israel has a nuclear potential.

purchase from, Knowles
said.
The distributors chosen
for the food co-op were
Harrison House of Indiana
which is a food distributor
for many universities
across the country.
Meadow Gold Dairy,
Sexton and Toledo Meats,
Dunlap said.
He added that the
distributors are subject to
change at the discretion of
the Food Board. "The
Food Board wants to make

Wednesday

AT

Is

$DOLLAR DAY$

1628 E. WOOSTER
3520709
Bar Open 4 p.m.-2:30 a.m.

QUARTER POUND
HAMBURGER PLATTER
Try a Quarter Pound of hand-molded ^/yqiyi^L

Cambell's Swim min'
Women Did It!
They swam 100 miles
in 13 hours!
Way to go & congrats on
winning the B.G. relays
Special thanks to the
guys who helped-

freshly ground beef on a toasted
sesame seed bun Cowboy Fries and
crisp Cole Slaw.

Reg. $1.29

good Nov.

10 only

$1.00

«r*Miu
«£JTAU«ANT

Roy Rogers
Restaurants

Wooster& Summit

Medicaid pays
The federal government paid 113 Ohio
doctors, dentists, medical corporations,
laboratories and pharmacies more than
$100,000 each in Medicaid payments
during 1975, according to a report by the
U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW).
The HEW report said Dr. Caridad C.
Agdinaoay of East Cleveland had the
largest Medicaid volume in Ohio for an
individual practice, collecting $235,943.
A Qeveland dentist, Dr. Brian H.
Freeman, was the top Medicaid earner
among individual practice dentists,
drawing $220,326.
In group physician practice,
Geveland Avenue Medical of Columbus
collected $694,866, while in group dentistry practice, Schermer and Schermer
Associates of Cleveland collected
$672,129.

School finds coal
For Laurel County, Kentucky's school
system, operating in the black has taken
on new meaning. Workmen digging the
foundation for a new junior high struck
a 10-inch seam of coal.
"It's kind of a bonanza," William
Hall, the county's assistant schools
superintendent, said yesterday. "We
didn't know it was there."

LIBRARY HOURS RENEWED!
FRIDAY-OPEN TILL 10 P.M.
SATURDAY-OPEN 10 A.AA.-5 P.M.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF QUIET STUDY HOURS!
USE OUR LIBRARY!!!!

2 Hamburgers
French Fries
Soft Drink
Wed. Nov. 10
thru Mon., Nov 15

$1.00
BurgerChef

B 1976 Burger
Burner Chef Systems.
Systems Ir
Inc.

510 E. WOOSTER
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Vannelli concert to mingle styles
ByMOwGueaktte
Progressive pop-soul,
pop-jazz, classical-jazz
fusion...
Critics of popular music
often try to categorize
artists, and many times
terms like these only begin
to provide a reader with an
adequate description of the
artiafs music.
The
average pop music fan,
however, seldom takes
heed of such categories.
Critics probably have
used these terms to define
the music of Gino Vannelli.
But fans of Vannelli and
music lovers will be able to
decide his style when he
appears at 8:30 p.m., Nov.
JO at Anderson Arena.

Vannelli has been on the
music scene for some time
now, slowly building a
small following and finally"
reaching a mass audience
with his most recent single,
"Love of My Life" and
album, "Gist of the
Gemini."
HE began his career as a
drummer, idolizing big
bend percussionist Gene
Kruppa, and listening to
Ouke Ellington, Billy
Eckstine and Frank
Sinatra. Vannelli also included a diet of rock 'n' roll
that was not uncommon to
youths in the 50's and 60's.
At 16 he gave up the drums
and tried his hand at
various vocations, but

finally ended up back in the consists primarily of
music business, composing keyboard and synthesizer
and singing.
players including his
His first album, "Crazy brother Joe and perlife," aroused some in- cussionists.
His comterest in music circles, and positions range from the
he gradually built a soulful "Love of My life"
respectable following with to the multi-influenced
his two subsequent "War Suite."
releases ("Powerful
People" and "Storm at
Tickets for the Vannelli
Sunup"). Vannelli'ssingle, concert are $6 for reserved
"Love of My Life," seats and $5 for general
sounding similar to the admission and can be
work of Stevie Wonder, purchased at the Union
introduced him to a whole ticket office and Finder's
new audience of AM radio Records. - The concert is
listeners.
being sponsored by the
If Vannelli's music must Union
Activities
be categorized, the most Organization and Conobvious elements involved tempory Promotional
are iazz. rock, classical Services in cooperation
and soul. Vannelli's band withWH&FM.

MONTY'S BEAUTY SALON
THE MOST FASHIONABLE IN HAIRSTYUNO
FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN

551-2611

0PENM0N THRU$AT-7«.m.-6p.m.
131 W. tfoister

Read
the
News
All BEERS ARE GOOD
BUT WE KNOW OURS
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IS BETTER

DAILY CROSSWORD POZZLE

ACROSS
1 Hasty pudding
S
Plow, in the
Orkneys
10 Challenge: Fr.
14 Killer whale
16 Shipping clerk,
for example
16 Plodding beasts
IT Whet'■vidi"
means
18 Extreme
18 Trappiit
20 Declined
21 Legendary lethal
spouse*
23 Not volatile
26 Old
26 Quality arousing
compassion
29 Native of Mocha
34 Goon
(carouse)
36 Type of
performer
36 ToUl
37 Wilkie Collins
opus: Phrase
41 Very controversial
42 Squall
43 French annuity
44 Abstruse
47 Wall Street
"wedding"
48 Poetic
contraction

49 Put
to
61 Police van
56 Nobelisl in
literature, 1926
69 People
60 Comedian
Woody
61 Goya lady
62 Teaman
63 Kitchen need
64 Muezzin's call

65 Resentful:
Colloq
66 Check "artist"
67 Proximate

24 Matador's
adversary
26 Motion-picture
pioneer
2T One of a
fictional trio
28 Abstemious one

6
6
7
8
9
10

MaraatAvril
She-bear: Let.
Closely examine
Detective from e
1863 play
Divers' gear
Beautiful: Prefix
Conan Doyle
opus: Phrase
Marquette
Fatima, for one
Field of control

11 Driving out
evil spirits
12 Ward (off)
13 The red and
the black
22 First lady

40
45
46
47
50
61

Shepherd
Amuae greatly
Highland river
More penurious
Snow, in Spain
College degrees:
Abbr.
TW
8

Utter
People
"Cosi fan
Title in Asia
Hawaiian isle
Store exae.
Birdie

IT"

5— — .

1

II

62
53
54
56
57
58

Timber wolf
Domino
Et
Vapor
Iliadic hero'
Long for

H

TJ"
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23

DOWN
1
2
3
4

30
31
32
33
35
38
39

27

26
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28

3
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IV

40
1-3
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149
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8
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160
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163
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56
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by Garry Trudeau
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VAN MERRITT

THE

WOMBS MOST
HONORED BEER

SISTERS

SEClUDEDir SOID
IMPORTED FIAVOR
PRCMIUM PRICED

OF

(Mokes Heinekins Jealous)

ESEARCH
proudly announce their 22 Baby Lyres
Baker, Susan
Benfield, Lari
Bloomquist, Nancy
Clark, Susan
Decker, Patricia
Farrell, Allison
Feleppelle, Alane
Heltman, Mary
Herbert, Lisa
Kark, Robin
Kurpell, Pom

Mastrolannl, Mary Jo
Mlddendrof, Vlckl
Oleff, Jan
Pardleck, Judy
Shaffer, Debbie
Taylor, Cathy
Titus. Kim

Thousands of Topics
Srnu
.. Vuu' up to (Mir 1IJO
P*tt|T ■".!'. O'ftsV ■ •«." >., EntJOaf*
$1 OO io
<-uv«»
t>. m .iff «"d

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC
lit?? IDAHO AVE . I ?06
lOS ANCiEltS CALIF 90075
l?13» All 84 74
Our 'fic.i't *< , > .* i **•»s sin1 told 'or
reiM'Th , urin.M". otily

Classifieds

Unland, Renee
Wallace, Lesa
Walters, Martha
Zaslona, Barb

campus calendar
Happy Time Thurs
p.m. 10* S. Main Sf.

Apply in person.
Wednesday, NovemberlS, 1*7*

CONGRATULATIONS

Active Christians Today Bible Study Hew to Start a Bible
Study. ACT Campus House, 401 Cloueh St. at t p.m.

Part time-lull time employees.
Salary
above
average.
Call
for
intervlew. 4737500

Latin American Studies Program, Pink Dogwood Room,
University Union at 7 p.m.

PERSONALS

Active Christians Today Bible Study The Master's Plan.
ACT Campus House. 40 3 Clough St. at? p.m.
Veteran's Club meeting. Wed. Nov. 10 at 7 p.m. Taft
Room-Student Union. Open to public.
Ski Club meeting. 7 30 p.m. In 110 Math-Science Bldg.
Plans for wfnterquarterwlll be annouced. Movie will be
shown. Free a open to all Interested.
Society No. I for Creative Anehronism. lOS Bus. Adm.
Bldg. I p.m. Slide show of medieval castles.
Gay Union meeting in 70S Hayes Hall at I p.m.

""5

LOST * POUND
POUND: Leather case a
money. Inquire 702 UH.

BBt

LOST:
I
Kodak-pocket
Instamatic a film, Sat. Oct
30,
rm
447
Math-Scl.
Please return camera A or
film to S70 E. Leroy or call
3577470 No ques. asked.
Need the lilm. Thanks
Patty.
LOST; Tan male mongrel,
named Kamoo. 4 mos.,
small in Heini area. 357
SOU.
LOST:
Valuable
Identification in Brathaus area.
Fn
Sth. REWARD. 1725111.
SERVICES OFFERED.

The biggest selection
anywhere In the most
colors and sizes We ve
8of it. All in one place
'urs Fall into the Gap
today

Prairie
Margins
(undergrad. lit. mag.) Now
accepting: prose, poetry,
criticism. Submit to 202
U.H. Meetings every Men.
s p.m. 4*7 Mos*l*y.
Babysitt*r--l
children
7:10-5:10 M thru Thurs
7:10-17:10
Fn
Angela
Bell. Ill 7th St. Apt.*
M. rmmte needed wtr. A
sprg. qtrs. Pum. apt. 2 blks
from campus. S2*0-qtr.
ISO security deposit. Call
Rich 152-4170
One F to subl. apt. wtr. 4
sprg. qtr. Wlnthrop So.
Separata Bdrm • bath.
Call 172-1 701 .

NEED
PHOTO GRAPH ST
Undergrad and SENIOR
SPECIALS,
passports,
applications. WEISSBROD
STUDIO. 121 W. Wooster,
352-2142.

I
M.
rmmte.
needed
immed.
Grad.
or
professional
Prat.
AC.
ETC 110 mo. 152-2015.

Expert typing, reasonable
rates. Call 152-001*

F. rmmte. to subl. apt.
wtr. a sprg. qtr. 170-mo.
Close to campus call 111*707.

EMPA
Emotional
an*
Material Pregnancy Aid.
w* care. Itt-tile. Ml'
1-1 p.m. TO.. •>.. Th.

«:10-» :10 p.m.

1
P.
needed te subl.
anytime Wlnthrop north.
171. Ask lor Maria or
Melissa. 152-141*.

WANTED

HB.PWANTB):

Need P. rmmte, wtr.-spr.
ne«t 10 Offhr. Ill-VMS.

Bartender-barmaid
evtr
tt lor night work Sea bar
manager altar 1 p.m. at
Holiday
Inn Perrysburg

I M. rmmi farspr. N wir
Subi. far mare 1*0 m. Its a
ale* apt. ill-am

FRANKLIN PARK

Util. Incl. Avail Dec 11.
770 mo Wtr. a spr. 1725*72

Wanted: 1 people to subl.
.p..im.n..r.mc.m.us.

i7i am. 1*.
Waitresses a waiters full A
part
time
help.
Dixie
Boctric Co. must be 11.

Pat,
Vlckl
and
Anne.
Congratulations and good
luck on your installation
as new officers in the
flight. The Angels.
Bobby Ashcraft: Get ready
to gum out, cut your
strings and bite the curb
Friday night. Get psyched
lor Chee Omunga. Love
Kay.

9-12'

IT'S
A
GIRLI
CONGRATULATIONS TO
BONITA a. MARK B THEIR
NEW
BABY GIRL JEN
NIFER LEE.

Must sacrifice -110 sire II-;
12.
Light
blue
format
dress. Never been worn.
Will sell for 11S or best
oiler. Call Vicky at 152-::
70*2.
71' Olds Cutless ISO. 4sp
power
steering,
power
brakes, stereo tape, tt!-;
1S22 alters.

Alpha Kl's wish to thank
fho
S19
Eps
tor
a
Spooktacular timtl
We
had a night to rtmtmbir.

40' Camaro, good running
cond. Must sell! 112-10*0
Kathy.

Adolescent Owls: Active
or no, I love you all, so
thanxs lor a happy nth
get psyched lor Chee-Ol
Kay.

71' Oatsun 240Z, excel,
cond. mags, new rodialK
great gas mileage. Must
sell, tot-1002 after I ill
p.m.

Phi Tau's- your III sisses
are psyched lor pledging'

House lor sale by owner. 2
bdrm. ranch w attached
garage. Large living rm,
formal dining rm., den,
kitchen 1 disposal, util.
rm. B large screened la
back porch. Call IS JO 5 57.

even though the food's no
good, the gals are great for
sisterhood. Alpha Gamms
here we are. Your newest
pledges best by far. Love
Alpha
Gemma
Delta
Pledges.
Relrig,
stoves.
bed.
mattresses, dinette sets,
chest of drawers, a so
forth. Huff's used turn.
Rudolph, Oh.
Hrv «-*
p.m. Sat. 1-1. Also will
buy one piece or entire
tat.
Barb, who's on cloud nine
nawt Hope It lasts Io revert
Congratulations on your
pre engagement to Gary.
I Lav* In AOT, the KD's.

74' Opal Manta AM-PM, 4
sp..
Answering
Service
«*V-I04I.
2 Super-Beetle VW's, one
1*72
Standard
mil,
another 1*71 aut. tl»0t
both In very good cond. A
low mileage. Call Foslorle
435-13*2 if no ans. 415»717.
FOR RENT
I bdrm. SlSO-mo unlurn.
Avail, now. IIS 1th St.
152-1*44.

[ Pam, the cup was passed
around our circle,
but
'war* we surprised when It
stopped
with
youl
Congratulations on your
engagement to Mark and
much happiness In th*
future. Lav*,
your KD
si stars.

University Courts married
couple or working single.
One bedrm. apt. avail.::
Dec. I. Call 1S2-0M4 Mos- :
wad.
t-12
a.m.
Tu*.
Thurs. 4 p.m.

Kuamoo
gets
dunked,
mitch "Studies" at 1 a.m.,
senger says "we didn't do
anything but pass *ut."
What a delt week!

Haven
House
Maner
openings 2 bdrm. fum., * i
A 12 mo. leases. Call 152»17*.

Euni.s

bar

A

carry, ut.

Sleeping roams-Male 351- :
♦ 17*.

Preferred Props, houses B -.
aots^orrjn^lST^lTt^j:
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Local Briefs
Flu shots
Today is the last scheduled day for the University
swine flu immunization program.
Inoculations will be given from noon-8 p.m. at
Northeast Commons.

Commencement
Candidates for tie December 11 commencement are
reminded to place their order immediately for caps
and gowns at the University Bookstore. No cash is
needed at the time measurements are taken.

Ski Club
Fall quarter's only Ski Club meeting will be held at
7:30 p.m Wednesday, in 220 MathScience BWg.
A movie will be shown and plans discussed for the
planned weekend winter trips.
Those paying dues at the meeting will receive a
discount coupon from Orchard Hill Ski Shop.

Paycheck delay
Student paychecks will not be available until after
noon on Friday, November 12 at the Bursar's Office.

Concert
The University Woodwind Quintet will present a free
public concert at 8 tonight in the Recital Hall.

Sale changed
The jewelry sale scheduled to run this week in the
Browsing Room. Union, has been postponed until next
week. The listing in The Green Sheet is incorrect.

Blood donors
Persons interested in donating blood to the Red
. Cross are asked to make an appointment from9a.tn.-6
p.m. Monday, Nov. 15 by calling 372-2775.
The Red Cross advises that anyone who has had a
swine flu inoculation still is able to donate blood.

Drum corps
A program on the Marion Cadets Drum and
Bugle Corps will be held at 2 p.m. tomorrow in 111
Music Bldg. Anyone interested is invited to attend.

Outdoors column

Wildlife documentaries are 'biased'
Editor's note: Beginning today, the News' outdoor
columnist, BUI Fink, will offer a series of three articles
defending and defining the sport of hunting.

point "well-proven" by the anti-hunters. But back up a
few steps. What kind of rancher would permit this type of
slaughter?
The presentation again used film clipping and editing
By Bill Fink
techniques to distort the truth.
Outdoors Columnist
This type of hunt is used to cull excess bison on federal,
state and private buffalo ranches, and is by no means
The scene opens with a beautiful snow-white female considered a modern big game hunt. By allowing a
polar bear and her two cubs frantically running across a restricted number of hunters to shoot the buffalo, ranstretch of Alaskan sea ice. Above them are two men in, chers can keep herds at the highest possible healthy
helicopter. One is armed with what appears to be a high- population on the available land. In this way, the hunters
powered rifle, while the other positions the helicopter are able to obtain food and trophies, while the ranchers
directly above the frightened bears. A shot is fired and earn money to re-invest in stock.
seconds later, the sow goes down apparently dying while
Is that worse than selling the bison to a butcher for less
the two saddened cubs look on. The narrator comments, money to be strung up by their haunches and have their
"Grieve for them., .and for us." End of scene.
throats slit? A butcher would not bother to have the head
Thus began National BrcadcastingCornpany's(NBC) mounted, the pelt tanned or use any other part of the
documentary in January, 1971. The film produced by animal as the hunter would
Wolper Productions of Hollywood and sponsored by the
This type of television exploitation by anti-hunters is a
Quaker Oats Co., was purportedly a documentary lethal weapon to hunters and sportsmen. It is similar to a
dramatising the plight of endangered species from
human encroachment.
In reality, it was a slanderous portrayal of modern
hunting.

THE SEQUENCE above actually was part of a state
sanctioned polar bear research program. The gun was
not a high-powered rifle, but a gas-operated dart gun.
The bear was shot with a harmless drug dart, then
weighed, measured, tagged and sent on her way. But
millions of viewers knew nothing of this, they only
speculated that hunters were even more cruel than they
had thought.
No mention was made that hunting by air and shooting
a sow with cubs are both illegal.
Another favorite gimmick of anti-hunters is to film
scenes of regulated buffalo herd croppings. The attack
goes something like this...
A group of four or five men walk into a rancher's
corral, all armed and eyeing the heard of buffalo confined by fences. One man shoulders his rifle, and "bang,"
a bison goes down. The next man does the same, until
everyone walks out of the corral, paying the ranch owner
as he leaves.
AGAIN millions of viewers watch in disbelief, another
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a career in
INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS?
Our two-year program. Master in International Business Studies, includes intensive language study;
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THESE are only two examples of biased television
films. Similar propaganda has been aired on the
"Today" show, the "David Frost Show" and in
documentaries including "Say Goodbye," and Columbia
Broadcasting System's (CBSi notorious "The Guns of
Autumn" and the film, "Bless the Beasts and the
Children."
Many anti-hunters are urban-reared who are not in
contact with the realities of modern wildlife management
and conservation, and extremely susceptible to the type
of propaganda described. Being anti-hunters, they do not
realize what actually happens afield.
Many don't realize that the beef they ate that night
meant a cow had its head smashed with a sledge hammer
or a chicken had his neck wrung. They depend on
emotional rather than factual arguments for their stand
on hunting.

Preview Day to feature displays,
lure potential students to campus
The University will classes and learning about
sponsor its second annual the campus.
Preview Day Saturday, to
offer high school students
"THE MOOT effective
and their parents a look at tool to get studnets to the
the various University University is to get them to
programs. Thomas 1„ come to our campus."
Glick, assistant director of Glick said.
admissions, said.
Approximately 1,000
Preview Day is the only students and their parents
activity designed for the are expected to attend
prospective student, he Preview Day, which ofsaid. Other activities, such ficially begins at 10 a.m. in
as pre-registration, deal Memorial Hall, he said.
with the new student's
Nearly 60 different
problems in registering for

Save
the
News

displays will be set up, with
41 of these representing
academic departments.
The remaining 15 will deal
with University activities
such as ROTC, intramural
sports, student employment, residence hall
programs and greek life.

Preview Day is divided
into three areas, Glick
said. In the morning
academic programs will bt
emphasized. Students amt
parents will then have tin
opportunity to tour the
University facilities.

In addition to the
displays, campus tours, led
by student volunteers, will
leave every few minutes
from Memorial Hall.

Finally, both student and
parents will be able to
watch the University
football
team
play
Southern Illinois in Doyt L
Perry Stadium.

The Brothers of Sigma Nu Fraternity are
Proud to Announce their
New Officers for the 76-77 Year...
E. Commander- Robin Yocum
Lt. Commander-Jerry Kinkopf
Treasurer-Bob Lewis
Recorder-Ed Campbell

at the
Tiffany Lounge
in the Ross Hotel
Best Prices on Drinks
in Town

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*

For further information clip and mail this Coupon to

*
*

judge instructing a jury to disregard an inadmissable
statement. The impression already is made.

games and music
Mon. thru Sat. 'til 2:30 a.m.

*
*
*

Amity

LSAT

Pledge Marshall-Doug Hyde
Rush Chairmen Steve Crites, Mark Eisele
Social Chairmen-Jim Sanders, Tim Guilivo
Steward -Dole Kirby
IFC Reps.-Steve Crites, Randy Virost

SEMINARS

Chaplain-Steve Crites

START NOV. 12
FOR DEC. 4 LSAT

House Mgr.-Chuck Lehmann
Sentinel-Randy Zac
Historian & P.R.-Ed Campbell, Mork Eisele

12-Student Average
Class Size

Athletic Chairman-Doug Hyde

5 Specialist Instructors
18 Class Hours

Alumni Contact-Chuck Lehmann
Scholastic Chairman-Mark Eisele

FOR COMPLETE SCHEDULE
INFORMATION AND OUR
FREE BROCHURE. CALL
THIS TOLL FREE NUMBER
TO LEAVE YOUR NAME
AND ADDRESS

...and a big thanks to all the past officers.

•••••••••••••• 800-243-4767

Name_

AMITY TESTING INSTITUTE

Addmtj.

(Paid lor b* SC Partnerthip Fundl

BARGAIN PRICES

1TAPIUM

are Proud to Announce

0'IN

Crnentd U2

The Brothers of Beta Theta Pi

n

hMt
tfktMti

their New Officers-

STARTS TONIGHT!

Presidont-Amaury Gallisa

FIRST AREA SHOWING I '

Vice Pres.-Pat Jaqua

"CARRIE' AT 7:30 AND 9:30 P.M.

T

1

reasurer-Phil Reid
Asst. Treas.-Tom Shenbeger

^

IF

YOU'VE
GOT A
TASTE
FOR
TERROR...

Rush Co-Chairmen -Mike McClenaghan

TAKE
CARRIE
TO THE
PROM.

-Fred L.C. Greenwood
Pledge Trainer-Brian Daly
Social Chairman-Mark Kindelin
Athletic Chairman-Dan Cicchella
Public Relations-Cary Rubens
Alumni Sec.--Bob Everdon

* ■

W *

Corresponding Sec-Steve Michel

Bmedonlfte
iun.iw.tf be\l seller

Recording Sec-Mike Dayboy Day

II only they knew she had the power.

■: .mm

- WHwm CAW

SlSSjOHNIRAVaiJ PIPEKLAURlE . .., .L6WWNCIOCCHtN
. .SJfrrttNKING - . ..PftULMQNASH , .BRIAN DePWU

MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW:
CAM1I
IS A MfTAPHYSICAl—SHOCK- SUSMNSI D«A»»
ABOUT A FUlfSCINT OKI
HI* IVANCI1ICAI MOTHIt
. SCHOOlMATfS AND A IEW tRIiNOS All Of WHOM PHIJM IN
A IIZAME FASHION AT THI HANDS OF CAMIf

The photographer for senior
pictures will be at the KEY
until Nov. 19th only!
Call us for an appointment and
reserve a yearbook now!
372-0086

Activities Chairman-Bob Johns
IFC Rep.-Mike Tobin
Tradition Chairman-John Howell
Scholarship-Ken Lackey
Chaplain-Dave Cook
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SporTalk
Dove Wottle
Canton native Dave Wottle is best remembered for
forgetting to remove his hat on the victory stand iawa
receiving his 800-meter gold medal at the 1972 Summer
Olympic Gamec in Munich.
But the Bowling Green graduate was also a co-world
record holder in the 800, seven-time college track and
cross country ail-American, seven-time Mid-American
Conference champion, NCAA scholar athlete and a
member of the International Track Assn. (ITA|. Now,
four years later, be discusses the past and present as
head track and cross country coach at Walsh (Canton)
College with News sports editor BUI Estop.
Copyright, 1976, The Dayton Journal-Herald
Used with permisison

Olympic
win gold
to Wottle

m
Wottle nears Olympic tape
Q-What did winning the Olympic gold medal mean to.
you professionally and privately?
A-It meant a lot financially for me. I got a very good
start on life because of the gold medal. A lot of speaking
engagements came my way, and I did a Burger King
commercial that Just started on the air last summer. You
know, that's a lot of money. And there's no way I could
have touched it without the gold.
So, financially, it helped me quite a bit And personally, it meant a lot of satisfaction. You set goals for
yourself and then try to achieve them and, of course, the
gold medal was one of my goals.. And being able to
achieve a goal as high as a gold medal means quite a lot
to a guy personally.
Q-Is It true that you considered winning the Olympic
Trials a bigger thrill than winning the Olympics?
A Yeah, I felt a lot better after the trials. I felt a lot
better in the race. It was my first big world famous effort
because I tied the world record and everything just fell
together right. Whereas in the Olympics, I had the tendonitis and that worried me quite a bit and I didn't feel
real good in the race. And even though I won the gold
medal, it wasn't by as wide a margin as I won the
Olympic Trials and it wasn't that fast a time. So, I'd have
to say the trials did mean a little more, but they're almost
on parity.
Q-Just to bring people up to date, exactly what has

Dave Wottle done since he won the gold medal at Munich
In 1972?
A-Right after the Olympics, I went back and finished
up my undergraduate degree at Bowling Green, then
went right on into graduate work for two quarters. I
joined up with professional track and ran for two years.
During the off season in my pro track career, I participated in track camps at Bowling Green.
Then in the fall, I substitute taught my first year with
pro track and my second year, with was two years ago, I
started coaching cross country and track here at Walsh
(College) and then I took the full-time job with the school.
So I've only been coaching one year. I'm also working in
admissions at Walsh as assistant director.
Q-Wbat gives you more personal satisfaction, coaching
or running?
A-I'd have to say running at this stage. I enjoyed
running and it's too fresh in my mind. I had a hard time
coming into here the first year because these guys are
well below the standards I was running, well below. I
would do workouts a lot faster than they would run their
races. That was just a hard adjustment for me to make. I
just couldn't understand why they couldn't go faster.
Then this year I realized I'm not working with the caliber
athletes that I myself was or the other runners at Bowling
Green. I think I've learned a lot about coaching in the
first year and, as the years go on, I'll start enjoying
coaching more and more.

*

Former BG great lunges toward 800-meter finish

Q-How did your track and cross country teams do but
season?
*
A-Well, I took the job as track coach and they'd never
had a track program here before so I started up the track
team or track club. It will be a varsity sport this spring
and cross country has been for four years. We did well in
cross country last year with the competition we had We
were 8-4 (ui dual meets I, so we had a winning season. We
ran against some schools that were quite a bit larger than
us, but we've got a long way to go.
if-What about this year's Walsh cross country team?
A-We've had a much improved season. We were 10-4 in
dual meets. And we also won two invitationals. We're
hosting the NAIA District 22 meet here (Walsh) this
Saturday. We've just made great strides this year. We
were last place in the district last year and this year we
could qualify for nationals. It looks like the team could
take third place.
Q-Are you as avid a track fan as when you were tinning?
A-No, I'm not. I never have been even an avid sports
fan. I've always loved to participate in sports but have
never been the fan who would sit down and watch a
football or baseball game. And that's the way I am in
track. I love to participate. I am more of a fan in track
because I am a coach now. I keep up on the latest
developments and training techniques and a lot of the
performances. But not as well as when I was running.
Q-Are you still running?
A-I'm running off and on, mostly off the last few
months.
(f Why Is that?
A-Well, I was going to run pro track again last year
and it would have been my third year. I started off and
didn't do too well and lost a lot of my motivatioa So, I've
decided that I 'm going to take six months to a year off and
trv to forget about running and hope come back to the
,joint where it interests me again. Right now I've run for
12 years and I've really lost the motivation to run. I'm not
working out much, if I do anything I'll jog.
Q-How long did you ran pro traek?
A-Two complete years in 1974 and "78.
Q-Why did you quit, because of lack of motivation?
A-Yes, that and I was having problems with my tendons. But that's nothing I can't overcome. It only affects
me when I'm starting back into shape, I'll get a flare-up
of the tendonitis that I had about a month before the
Olympic Games. And the money factor had something to
do with it also.. But I'd say the largest factor was the lack

Good company
Now a coach in Canton, his hat left its mark

Entering the 1976 grid
season. Bowling Green
coach Don Nehlen had the
24th best winning percentage of all active
college coaches.

Good year despite losing season

Women stickers lose to Ohio State
By Sue Cater
Sports Writer

Most people equate
success with numbers. But
women's field hockey
coach Sue Gavron views
her first year as successful
despite the team's 1-9-1
season record.
The women stickers
ended their long season
Saturday losing to state
champion Ohio State
University (06U),M.
"In terms of win-loss
records, you night say we
had a bad year," Gavron
said. "But in terms of
coaching it was a learning

year and we are a much
improved team from when
we started in September."
OSU was coming off an
upset defeat to Ohio
University earlier last
week and the Falcons were
looking to take advantage
of the Buckeyes while they
were down.
But to their disappointment, the lady
stickers found themselves
the victims of a team
looking to avenge its
setback.
IT TOOK the Falcons the
entire first half to adjust to
the artificial surface and to
their new forward line.

The astroturf caused
some problems in stick
control for the BG women,
who are accustomed to
playing on grass.
"We moved several
junior varisty players up to
varsity for this game,"
Gavron said. "And the
new forward line took
some time adjusting their
play to each other. But in
the second half we played
them(OSU) headtohead."
The Buckeyes scored
four of their six goals in the
first period and took 29
shots on goal to BG's two.
Committing virtually no
defensive errors, the state

champions had 16 penalty
corners to the Falcons
none.
One recurring problem
for BG this season has been
its lack of offensive
aggressiveness. Once it
adjusted to the field and
the bouncing of the ball,
Bowling Green was able to
penetrate OSU's territory
but once again failed to get
off the shots.
Ohio State had a very
strong forward line and
was very effective in its up
front blocking.
The women's junior
varsity field hockey squad
closed its season with a 2-3
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record as it dropped a 3-0
decision to Ohio State.
It was a very fine game,
Gavron said.
Both teams were spaced
evenly and good passing
dominated both team's
playSupan honored
WEST LAFAYETTE,
Ind.(AP)-Purdue safety
Rock Supan, who led the
Boilermakers with 11
tackles and kicked the
winning 23-yard field goal
against Michigan, was
named national college
Back of the Week.

of motivation. But when you start talking money that's a
big motivating force. And that wasn't there, so the
motivation also fell down.
Q^ What kind of future do you envision for pro track?
A-They're going to have a rough time. They're in
financial trouble right now. The only way they can make
it is they sign five or six Olympic medal winners, big
names, and get them under contract and shoot a little
more breath of fresh air into pro track. They had all
these old runners that were old medal winners and old
names. They had a tremendous list of great track and
field athletes but they are just a little over the hill.
Q-In addition to your track honors, weren't you also a
pretty accomplished cross country runner in college?
A-Well, I had some trouble with cross country. I was
only a one-time ail-American in cross country, where I
was a six-timer in track, indoor and outdoor. And I had
some trouble with cross country in high school (at Canton
Lincoln) and it took me a year or two years to really get
adjusted to the sport and the training involved. ! really
didn't start coming along until the end.
Q-What are the basic differences between distance
running in track and cross country?
A-In cross country, you have a lot more volume work,
you're running a lot more long distances or long mileage.
And in the race itself, it's a long race. It's a six-mile race
and you're tired at the one-mile mark and you got five to
go.
And I was the type of guy who liked track better than
cross country because in the mile I could smell the finish
line. I could get one, and I only had three laps to go and it
was only going to take four minutes. Where in cross
country, heck, it took you 30 minutes to run the thing^ And
I'm the type of runner who does better in races where I
know that I dont have to run much further.
Q-Tfaen you enjoyed track more than cross country In
college?
A-I enjoyed track more in college, but since I've been
coaching I'm beginning to like cross country. But even
the last few years of training for pro track I really enjoyed crflBi country runmng.
Q-Whom do you owe much of your success to?
A-I give Mel Brodt (Bowling Green head coachrall the
credit, and always have. I came to him inexperienced
and really dumb about the sport of track and he really
taught me everything I know. So, to not give him all the
credit, would be foolish.

Redd the sports page

SKI AND PARtY
• MICHIGAN * NEW YORK
• PENNSYLVANIA
WITH THE SKI CLUB!
Meeting Wed. Nov. IOth, 7:30 PM. 220 Math-Sclence '
Plans for Winter Quarter will be announced.
Movie will be shown
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$3.00 Discount, on Purdiows of
ORCHAM) HILL SKI SHOP
Join Tonight & Sova
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Bring a Friend - The Meeting
Is Free and Open to All!
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